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This symposium presents an implicit cognition perspective on how group identity predicts 
prejudice. In particular, the work presented advances psychological findings that racial and 
national identities shape a wide spectrum of intergroup attitudes and behaviors. We focus on 
how group identities and cues predict ingroup prejudice subtly and unintentionally. 
 
Exclusionary National Identity in the Political Arena 
Thierry Devos, Que-Lam Huynh, Debbie S. Ma 
San Diego State University; California State University Northridge 
Despite the ethnic diversity of the US population, ethnic minority groups are viewed as less 
American than European Americans. This talk focuses on the potential consequences of this 
exclusionary national identity in the political domain. First, we examine the links between the 
perceived prototypicality of ethnic groups and policy attitudes relevant to ethnic relations. The 
extent to which ethnic groups are perceived as embodying the American identity is more 
strongly linked to anti-minority policy attitudes among European Americans than among Latino 
or Asian Americans. Second, we examine the interconnections between the perceived 
Americanness of Barack Obama and Mitt Romney and their electability during the 2012 
presidential election. The relative perceived Americanness of these candidates accounts for the 
willingness to support them beyond the influence of attitudes. Thus, the cognitive ascription of 
the national identity is linked to attitudes and behavioral intentions that delineate the rights and 
opportunities of ethnic minorities.  
 
 
National cues unintentionally increase intergroup racial prejudice 
Melissa J. Ferguson, Travis J. Carter, Gayathri Pandey, Rasha Kardosh, Ran R. Hassin 
Cornell University; Colby College; Hebrew University 
How does one’s national identity, and particularly the implicit associations with one’s nation, 
influence attitudes towards that nation’s historically stigmatized racial and ethnic groups? Does 
it prompt a superordinate grouping of, for instance, “American” to increase egalitarianism in line 
with recent as well as classic work (e.g., Allport, 1954), or does it exaggerate categorizing 
minorities as outgroup members, increasing prejudice toward those groups? In a series of 
studies, we subtly primed participants in America and Isreal with their national symbols, and 
then tested their prejudice toward a historically stigmatized group. In both countries, those who 
were primed showed a significant increase in bias. White and Asian Americans showed 
increased prejudice toward Black Americans after being primed with an American flag, and 
Israeli Jews showed more implicit prejudice toward Israeli Arabs after being primed with the 
Israeli flag. We also examined how such an effect might be mitigated, and showed that being 
reminded of admired American Black exemplars eliminated the effect.  
 
 
Does the Confederate Flag Prime Prejudice-Consistent Judgment? 
Joyce Ehrlinger 
Washington State University 



The Confederate Flag is a powerful symbol connected to a history of prejudice and race-related 
violence. Because it is also a source of pride for some, this rebel flag often inspires controversy 
especially where it is displayed on public land and incorporated into U.S. state flags. Some 
argue that the link between the Confederate Flag and prejudice is purely historical. However, I 
will present three studies suggesting that this relationship is ongoing. For example, participants 
simply exposed to the Confederate Flag evaluate Black targets in more prejudice-consistent 
ways than control participants. Most notably, exposure to the Confederate flag left participants 
in a 2008 study less willing vote for Barack Obama despite having no impact on intentions to 
vote for white political candidates. These results suggest that the Confederate Flag can serve 
as a powerful cue with an ongoing potential to inspire prejudice.  
 
 
For Members Only: Costly Ingroup Punishment in the Service of Ingroup Favoritism 
David M. Amodio, Saaid A. Mendoza, Sean P. Lane 
New York University; Amherst College 
Although group membership has many privileges, members are also expected to reciprocate 
those privileges. We proposed that ingroup members would be punished more harshly than 
outgroup members for marginal fairness norm violations within a negotiation. We tested this 
hypothesis in the context of ultimatum game interactions. Participants considered proposals 
from ingroup and outgroup members for shares of $20, which ranged in perceived fairness. 
Accepting an offer yielded the proposed payout, but rejecting it caused each player to earn 
nothing--a punishment of the proposer at a cost to oneself. Group membership was defined by 
either race (Study 1) or college affiliation (Study 2). In both studies, participants exacted costly 
punishment on ingroup members more often than outgroup members for marginally unfair 
offers. This effect was magnified for those with stronger group identification (Study 2). We 
suggest that this pattern represents a strategy for maintaining group-based norms and 
promoting ingroup favoritism.  
 


